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It is not so very long since Klippel and Hyslop spoke of the

general paralyses in the plural, evidently under the impression

that there was more than one type of destructive brain disorder

progressive if once started upon; perhaps subject to temporary

arrests, but bound to progress to a fatal end, more or less directly

referable to the brain condition. This hypothetical group would

represent what Stanley Hall very brightly called “thanatic (or

deadly) dementia.” We do indeed know a number of such proc-

esses. But when we speak to-day of general paralysis or paresis,

we mean to exclude all the simple senile, focal organic and toxic

and other diffuse progressive affections like arteriosclerosis,

multiple sclerosis, progressive chorea, and Alzheimer’s disease,

which do not present the histological picture clearly accepted

and marked off since Nissl’s and Alzheimer’s studies. The un-

classified residuum is decreasing so that we do not care to give

a whole group of cases a questionable all-embracing nimbus by

naming the unknown. At the same time, we do well to respect

the existence of this unclassified residuum and the occasional

cropping out of the term pseudo-paresis.

What we are concerned with is paresis with a practical and

sufficiently decisive definition based on the cases studied to the

end, i. e., studied with the inclusion of the best possible post-

mortem technique. This condition might, of course, leave out,

or make appear as very rare, those cases in which a transitory

disorder diagnosed as general paresis either failed to be progres-

sive or came to a practical recovery and away from neurological

post-mortem services, so that few of these cases would be ex-

amined by those experienced in the differential histology of these

conditions, and few would appear in our discussion. It is quite

probable, therefore, that we shall make our definition more and

more clinical in a measure as our laboratory methods become

safe and convincing. We shall indeed see that for practical

working we come close to accepting the Goidsol reaction as the

starting point and central factor of definition.

* Read at the seventieth annual meeting of the American Medico-

Psychological Association, Baltimore, Md., May 26-29, 1914.
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The diagnosis of general paresis aims at the singling out of

the cases of a diffuse progressive parenchymatous syphilis with

preponderance of the loss of tangential fibers and other nervous

structures, with neuroglia overgrowth, disorganization of the

lamellation of the cortex, an infiltration of the sheaths of the small

and medium vessels with plasma cells and lymphoid cells, and

occasional local devastations. From a fairly noteworthy number

of bases we may generalize that general paresis is an invasion of

the brain by spirochietes with a parenchymatous reaction, and

a more or less incidental mesoblastic response (Weigert).

When we speak of “diagnosis of dementia paralytica” we

mean thereby the distinctive formulation of the facts which are

clinched by the concept of progressive parenchymatous syphilis

of the brain, in distinction from other progressive reductions of

the brain and conditions resembling such a process, or in dis-

tinction from processes which are not progressive and perhaps

not even evidence of a distinctive brain damage.

The diagnostic problem is most difficult where we deal with

processes also on a luetic basis, but with a different type of

lesion; the diffuse luetic meningitis and gummatous processes;

the luetic vascular affection of the smaller vessels; and the tabetic

conditions with non-paralytic psychoses. It does also create con-

siderable perplexity when we deal with a patient with evidences

of syphilis, and symptoms of neurasthenia, arteriosclerosis, se-

nility, epilepsy, alcoholism, multiple sclerosis or functional psy-

choses, such as manic-depressive cycles or excitement and toxic

psychoses. The question in these latter cases and in simple tabes

is: What functional states give weight to the suspicion of or

certainty of the existence of general paresis? To which we may

reply: Evidently the characteristic disorganization of the per-

sonality and the cardinal findings in the cerebro-spinal fluid.

The best evidences of a parenchymatous syphilis are:

(I) The findings in the cerebro-spinal fluid. Historically the

points of importance are:

(a) The platinum-chloride reaction of Mott and Halliburton.

(b) The demonstration of a pleocytosis (with plasma cells).

(c) The demonstration of globulin.

(d) The complement fixation according to Wassermann.

(e) The colloidal gold chloride or Goldsol reaction.
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In importance these rank as follows:

(a) Complement fixation with various antigens.

(b) The gold chloride reaction, if it involves the total dis-

coloration of the first five dilutions, and relative discoloration of

the dilutions 6, 7 and 8.

(c) The presence of globulin either in the form of the first

phase of Nonne-Apelt or with Noguchi’s butyric acid test or the

Ross-Jones test.

(d) The presence of more than 10 or 12 cells per cmm.,

especially when there are plasma cells, and no leucocytes.

Of all these, it would seem to-day that the colloidal gold

reaction would offer the most distinctive findings. A slight

pleocytosis and traces of globulin may also occur in brain tumor.

(2) The findings from brain-puncture, first applied by

Pfeiffer, too radical a measure and not sufficiently certain to

furnish conclusive information, but possibly more worth consider-

ing in connection with cerebral introduction of curative fluids.

(�) The ‘cerebral symptom-complex’ of general paresis is far

from being conclusive except where diffuse cerebral symptoms

and certain eye-symptoms combine with the specific paraluetic

signs. The eye-symptoms, irregular and sluggish and especially

Argyll Robertson pupils, are most helpful, if present, and lead

over to the tabetic symptom group. The typical cerebral dis-

orders are:

The speech disorder.

The writing disorder.

Tremor.

Difficulty of coordination and of relaxation and overflow.

Innervation.

Exaggeration of tendon-reflexes occasionally with ankle clonus,

but relatively rarely with Babinski sign; at times with a combi-

nation of exaggeration of reflexes and hypotonia.

More or less typical cerebral attacks (see below).

Most of these symptoms occur also in toxic states and among

these I want to mention especially the bromide intoxications

which can simulate general paralysis more closely than any other

drug-induced affection.

(�) The tabetic symptom-complex; especially the eye-symp-

toms; simple sluggishness of pupils and absence of the secondary

reaction of Weil, and distinct irregularity or Argyll Robertson
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pupil, while mydriatic palsy belongs to the type of mesoblastic

syphilis and a spasm of the sphincter may occur in hysteria (ex-

posed by cocaine) and inequality of the pupil is omnipresent.

With all this, we expect:

(5) Evidence in the mental functions; progressive loss of

memory (occasionally slight when the lesions involve mainly the

right hemisphere), change of the personality, indifference to the

discrepancies of dates and memory, lapses of behavior, variable

emotionality and suggestibility, euphoria and certain superim-

posed reactions of predilection, such as the exalted polypraxia

or the absurd hypochondriacal states. It is specially important

to realize that there is no symptom-complex from neurasthenia,

hysteria, delirium to manic-depressive and paranoic reactions

which would as such exclude the possibility of a paresis. On the

other hand, a number of these can be complicated by signs of

nervous instability which might simulate general paralysis.

(6) Combined mental (or psychobiological) and neurogenic

attacks of the character of apoplectiform or epileptoid reactions,

usually appearing in the form of a status, with prolonged coma

and with varying, but usually not lasting, Jacksonian or focal

symptoms; occasionally epileptoid states of bewilderment and

amnesia or fugues; rarely clean-cut epileptic attacks (which is

more frequent in ostitis gummosa and the like).

The most difficult issue is presented by tabes. A frank seg-

mental tabes with the classical symptoms is relatively rare in

the cases which succumb to the cerebral parenchymatous syphilis.

The following contrasts are worthy of attention:

TABES. TABO-PARESIS.

The initial symptoms plain: shoot- The initial symptoms often missing;
ing pains, frequent girdle sensa- often unheeded; on the other
tion and numbness. hand, at times simulated by “dis-

traction analgesis.”
Transitory ocular palsies. Rarer.
Typical ataxic gait and Romberg Rarely typical.

symptoms.
Argyll Robertson pupil. Equally frequent.
Absence, or difference of tendon re- “

flexes with hypotonia.
Radicular zones of an�sthesia.
Trophic disorders (Charcot joints,

pemphigus, etc.).
Optic atrophy.
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While tabes does not imply immunity against general paresis,

there remains the fact that only a small percentage of the cases

with frank tabes develop general paralysis. Hence the initial

symptoms of tabes are not of especially bad omen, unless they

occur together with cerebral symptoms, such as transitory

aphasia, or transitory palsies, or development of irregular tremor

of face, tongue and hands, speech disorder, writing disorder;

difficulties in limited innervation and relaxation, and the mental

symptoms.

In tabes with non-paralytic psychoses Henderson emphasizes

the absence of any memory defect, and the absence of speech and

writing defect and of facial tremor.

Brain-syphilis, in the sense of mesoblastic syphilis, vascular,

meningeal or gummatous, in a remarkable percentage of cases

fails to give the typical reaction of the cerebro-spinal fluid.

According to the excellent study of Dr. Henderson, cerebral

syphilis is rarely a late sequel of infection. The neurological

symptoms are multiple-focal and not diffuse. The Argyll

Robertson pupil belongs to the parenchynsatous syphilis. The

mental symptoms are those of all organic disorders (memory and

retention defects, states of confusion and hallucinations), but

with relatively little unaccountable and fundamental change of

character and dilapidation of the personality. Euphoria and

expansiveness may occur in mesoblastic syphilis as well as in the

parenchymatous type.

The formerly much-dreaded confusion with neurasthenia is

no longer an issue except where the examination is insufficient.

Alcoholism is apt to simulate the cerebral symptom complex

of tremor, speech defect and even sluggishness of the pupil.

Bromide and other toxic states are apt to simulate paresis very

closely, but do not imply a spinal fluid finding. It is especially

important to know that in bromide delirium the exaggeration

of reflexes and weakness or numbness is by no means necessarily

symmetrical.

Frontal lobe and other tumors may lead to some difficulty,

owing to the euphoria and non-appreciation of the seriousness

of the condition, and the growing inattention to the sphincters.

A slight pleocytosis and slight globulin reaction may occur. On

the other hand, focal paresis may simulate brain tumor, owing
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to its progressive character, especially where the affection is in

the right hemisphere and the memory-disorder is correspond-

ingly slight.

The examination of the blood is to-day an almost obligatory

measure. The examination of the cerebro-spinal fluid implies

rest in bed for at least 24 hours and enough inconvenience to

call for special indications. Experience with at least one recent

failure of diagnosis in a patient who, by the way, had refused

lumbar puncture, but has since been examined elsewhere under

commitment, makes me inclined to consider an examination of

the cerebro-spinal fluid mandatory wherever there is the slightest

indication of suspicion or uncertainty, and a wise precaution

where there is any doubt. A negative blood reaction does not

make unnecessary a study of the cerebro-spinal fluid.

It is, I think, necessary to emphasize that the diagnosis of the

parenchymatous process is but the beginning of the diagnostic

discrimination. Beyond this initial fact, there are many very

important points to be settled.

(I) The character and recoverability of any incidental dis-

orders or complications; in other words, the chance that one or

the other feature is not paretic, but a coincident independent

event.

(2) The chances for remissions.

(�) The localization of the process if it is at all localizable.

In this connection we meet the decided difficulty concerning

the question when a case should be considered recovered or free

of general paralysis.

Fr. Schultze observed a case of tabo-paresis in a man of 49,

who was discharged from the institution after I�2 years. He

died of cancer of the pancreas I4�2 years later, without any

further paretic symptoms or progress of his tabes. Alzheimer

found the infiltrations too slight and the damage to the nerve

elements too great for general paresis, but similar to the so-called

stationary paresis.

The diagnosis of stationary paresis would most probably de-

pend on the findings in the cerebro-spinal fluid, the persistence

of which would almost inevitably indicate a progressive process,

to judge at least by the observations in stationary tabes.
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Considering the occurrence of mixtures of the parenchymatous

and mesoblastic syphilis, there will always be a certain percentage

of cases in which only the results of treatment or the anatomical

study will bring certainty. It may, however, be possible that

a better knowledge of strains of spirocha?ta will give us some

help in diagnosing the relative liability of any case with syph-

ilitic infection being among the 45,� per cent of the cases of

syphilis that develop general paralysis. The light forms of

primary and secondary reactions certainly preponderate in our

records, more than would be accounted for by forgetfulness and

defective history-taking.

Spiller and Dana, who, no doubt as neurologists, see a larger

number of cases in whom the graver mental symptoms are not

preponderant, have for years voiced their feeling that general

paresis and cerebral syphilis cannot seriously be separated. They

probably would not even make the modern distinction of meso-

blastic and parenchymatous syphilis or consider it clinically or

histologically practicable. Spiller is influenced by histological

considerations in which I believe the discrimination of detail of

the methods employed by Nissl and Alzheimer is not sufficiently

used, so that the margin of histological uncertainty is exagger-

ated. Dana stands on the ground of therapeutic optimism with-

out histological control. Hence his repeated appeal for recog-

nition of the recovery of early “preparetic” cases with or without

antiluetic treatment of the older methods and with statistical

results which the advocates of the Swift-Ellis or the cranio-

spinal flushings do well to bear in mind. Since I have seen more

cases outside of hospital practice, I certainly have come across

a small number of cases in which the neurological and serological

status left no doubt, but in which the behavior aspect did not

make it easy to say whether the moment of certifiability had

arrived and legal steps could be enforced, especially where family

conflicts existed. It seems, however, that to-day most judges and

lawyers have become familiar with the disastrous results of

general paresis. They are willing to proclaim their “non-compos

mentis” because they assume that the brain-cells are disorgan-

ized in this disease, as a lawyer recently put it. It is certainly

wisest that every patient with positive colloidal gold chloride

reaction and other warnings should be induced to put himself

5
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on the safe ground of an equivalent of guardianship by putting

his business interests in trust or into the hands of legally super-

vised friends, and it would seem wise to create a public sentiment

in favor of such a practice. This practical question should be put

far above mere academic hesitation and dispute. The step can never

hurt, except possibly crooked interests; and its wider acceptance

will do much to soften the notions about the meaning of what

now figures as declaration of insanity.




